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Motivation
• K-nearest neighbors (KNN) selection is building block for many methods,

e.g. non-local image restoration algorithms [1, 3]

• However: KNN selection is not differentiable

• This prevents learning the feature space for matching

Experiments: Gaussian Denoising
• Baseline architecture: DnCNN [9]

• 3x 6-layer DnCNN interleaved with 2x N3 Block (k=7)

• Training on 400 images of BSDS dataset

• Individual model per noise level

Experiments: RAW Image Denoising
• Baseline architecture: DnCNN [6]

• 3x 6-layer DnCNN interleaved with 2x N3 Block (k=7)

• Trained on 400 images of BSDS, 800 images of DIV2K, and 3793 

images of Waterloo dataset

• Single model for wide range of noise level functions

• Data augmentations to approximately invert camera processing

Experiments: Correspondence Classification
• Baseline architecture: Context Normalization Net [8] (CNNet)

• Added one N3 block (k=3) at middle layer of CNNet

• Input: Set of pairs of image coordinates

• Output: Classification score for each putative correspondence
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Continuous KNN relaxationContinuous nearest neighbors
Differentiable, deterministic relaxation of KNN selection

N3 block
Non-local processing layer based on self-similarity

N3Net: Neural Nearest Neighbors Network
Improved accuracy from augmenting local networks with N3 block
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Code available!
github.com/visinf/n3net

For KNN, Xj      given by weighted sum:            

wj deterministic and 1-hot coded

Step 2 – Stochastic k-nearest neighbor selection
Sample wj from sequence of discrete distributions:

Step 3 – Continuous relaxation
Relax discrete wj to continuous expectation :
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Interleave local network

blocks with N3 blocks

Local blocks derived 

from base architectures, 

e.g. DnCNN [9]

Noisy: 18.76 dB Noisy: 23.54 dB BM3D: 31.36 dB BM3D: 35.37 dB 

TWSC: 32.52 dB TWSC: 34.53 dB CBDNet: 31.40 dB CBDNet: 35.43 dB 

DnCNN: 32.04 dB DnCNN: 35.27 dB N3Net: 32.42 dB N3Net: 35.35 dB 

Clean BM3D: 25.21 dB FFDNet: 24.92 dB NN3D: 25.00 dB

Noisy: 14.16 dB DnCNN: 24.76 dB UNLNet: 25.47 dB N3Net: 25.57 dB

PSNR values [dB] for Gaussian denoising (higher is better). 

Ablation study on Urban100: 
Learning the embedding space with our N3 block works best.

Results:

• Continuous nearest neighbors with learned embedding 

outperforms KNN selection on static embedding

• Significant and consistent gain over DnCNN baseline

• Outperforms other strong local denoisers

• Outperforms competing non-local methods with KNN 

selection on fixed feature space

Mean average precission values (higher is better) for different error thresholds.

N3Net achieves highest accuracy for indoor and outdoor scenes. 

Results on Darmstadt Noise Dataset [4]

Results:

• New state of the art on raw image 

denoising benchmark DND [4]

• Outperforms DnCNN baseline

• Outperforms dedicated sRGB

denoising methods

Results: N3 block significantly improves accuracy across all settings
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Step 1 – K-nearest neighbors selection
q
xi
Xj wj define deterministic 

path on corners of simplex

First logits correspond to distances to query item:

Update logits such that same weight cannot be sampled again:

wj define stochastic path 

on corners of simplex

wj define deterministic

path within the simplex

Relax discrete logit update:

Use       to define continuous NN:

Recovers hard KNN as . 

Neural nearest neighbor block

N3Net can learn to non-linearly
aggregate neighbor information

t

Neural nearest neighbors network

We propose a deterministic and differentiable relaxation to KNN and

leverage it in a novel non-local processing layer (N3 block).
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Contributions
• Unlike soft attention mechanisms, e.g. [6], retrieve multiple weighted averages, 

yielding a set of non-local neighbors.
• Go beyond differentiable k-nearest neighbors classifiers [2, 5], retrieving a set of non-

local neighbors instead of non-local averaging of labels.

• Do not assume fixed set of target neighbors unlike [7].

• Back-propagating through the non-local layer enables feature learning in the context 

of non-local processing [1, 3].
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